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Private and Confidential Combined Standard and Detailed Attitude Report

Profilee Status: I am the person being profiled Date: 5/Feb/18
Profilee Name: Sample Customer Name: Sample
Profilee Email: Sample Invoice: Sample
Current Role: Sample Item: Sample
New Job or Role: Sample

STANDARD ATTITUDE CHART for assessing profilees
Now available - optional role cloning comparison! (none chosen at time of report)

SECTION ONE - Summary and Recommendation Chart

New Feature! Cloned results averaged from the profiles of up to 3 existing achievers are now optional with every selection 
type Standard Attitude Chart. That means you not only get your attitude based performance indicators but can also 

compare individual profilee results to successful workers currently  in the same role. 

1. Instructions: Read these explanations of the 7 categories AT LEAST TWICE before interpreting chart.

Results Traits – predict more than simple determination to get results. It's the habit of matching the 'big
picture' to personal strategies and choosing the optimum approach to get each job done.

Self-Aware Traits – indicate an awareness of the role we play in situations and the affect we have on others
and on the outcome. Are we the best person to get the job done or should it actually be delegated/ given to
another. It is asking ourselves, "Is it possible that the way I am thinking and acting is less than optimum?

Service Traits – demonstrate spending appropriate time identifying what exactly our customer expects and
whether or not that has been delivered. This determines strategies and tactical decisions and what
customer feedback is shared. A low score here shows less thinking time spent on customers and a
preference for roles involving systems and structure.

Sales Traits - are not about 'getting the sale' but about getting the sale 'right' the first time. It is evident in
the immediate or 'real time' behaviors and responses to customers using the Service Traits and is most
obvious by the varying use of sales strategies, scripts, resources and tools designed to facilitate customer
decision making. It is intelligently accessing resources and methods that demonstrate your appreciation of
customer needs and mark you as their 'ally'.

Management Traits – predict our personal satisfaction or 'comfort' with the responsibility, complexity and
lengthier completion cycles (periodicity) of a management role. Higher scores indicate a person who copes
more easily with the above-mentioned complexity and is tolerant of larger scale projects with extended
completion cycles while staying motivated and satisfied. Lower scores indicate a preference and/ or
tolerance for simpler and shorter completion cycles.

Leadership Traits - enable us to get the job done in response to how stakeholders think and what motivates
them. High scores indicate effective responsiveness to other's attitudes and behaviors. Low scores predict
less suitability to the dynamic role of applying communication traits to any critical information use in
planning, managing agreements, and negotiations, etc.

Communication Traits - essential for the application of the other traits and indicate awareness of what is
communicated, patterns of communication and consequences. They are the keys to managing self and
others. Higher scores normally correspond to interpersonal intelligence.
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THUMBNAIL CHART OF PROFILEE SCORES - Blue bars on chart show results for each of the 7 categories or trait groupings (see sub-traits on next 

page) and indicate one of 4 potentially effective interventions or responses. 

2. Now look at the Thumbnail Chart below and note which of the following four recommendations are 
made for each category  along the bottom axis. Recommendations are:

Raise Standards suggests you understand relevant principles within the category, and that you
are capable and accountable. This means you may get even better results in this category by
resetting goals, raising targets and creatively innovating new solutions;

Manage Performance suggests you understand relevant principles within the category and are
capable. This means you may get better results in this category with regular accountability for
achieving targets/ results to a manager, coach, mentor, etc.;

Assess Capabilities suggests that even if you have had relevant experience or past success in
this category further training, support or accountability may be needed;

Test The Facts suggests you will benefit from a re-assessment of your current understanding
and application of relevant principles, current capabilities and current accountability within this
category. Closely examine sub-category traits to see why.

3. Consider if the available organizational supports and systems will provide the follow up and support 
that these results indicate are needed for this person to fill this role. Will they:

 Raise Standards by continuously measuring, analyzing and setting new targets?

Manage Performance' of this role with systems in place to provide interventions?

 Assess Capabilities' by conducting skill assessments and developing training plans?

 Test The Facts' and assess/ confirm current competencies in each category? 

4. Using the above checklist concerning current organizational supports and systems can you reliably
expect there will be management and support indicated here as needed for success? Are existing
effective workers provided with these same resources to improve their results? Right now is a good time
to find out!
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SECTION TWO - Trait Definitions and Interpretations - diagnostic only

(no Clone Comparisons or Management Matching results requested)
Now also includes BONUS Sample Interview and Referee/ Appraisal Questions.

Instructions (Estimated time to process is 0.5 - 1.0 hr):

1. Read these instructions before reading Section Two at least twice (x2), especially noting the traits that are
unbalanced (look for the red colored text in the 'Comments' boxes). 'High' scores (with 'Comments' in red text)
could mean going too far, doing too much (over applying) or not consciously moderating that trait. 'Low' scores
(also with 'Comments' in red text) may mean not going far enough, under applying the trait or not knowing
effective ways to moderate that trait. Both high and low trait results indicate where more investigation or
evidence would provide you with a better informed decision. 'OK' scores (with 'Comments' in green text)
normally mean understanding relevant principles, and appropriately and effectively applying the trait.

2. Although this report does not include 'Cloned Results' of workers in similar roles we strongly advise you to
use your knowledge of the role, or research (e.g. ask those supervising or doing the jobs), to decide on the
relevance or importance of a high or low profilee trait score. Space is provided for you to rank the importance of
each trait by 'ticking' Not Important, Desirable, Important or Critical.

Note: Expert analysts compare each high or low trait score to the cloned score and ask, "Does that particular high
or low 'trait expression' work for, or against, this profilee's success in this role?" Do the same as you read through
Profilee results. A profilee who scores an average or 'OK' trait expression, regardless of the desirable trait
expression can be more easily assisted to perform well in the role with management or support than one scoring
the opposite to the that desired. If you are not certain about trait relevance ask people who have done the job
how important they think that trait is.

3. This report normally also comes with optional 'Manager Matching' results. These were not requested for this
report. We strongly advise that you still consider the corresponding traits of the current or possible immediate
manager or supervisor of the profilee. Use these considerations to assess whether management has the
competency and capability to effectively apply these traits. This is relevant to the question of whether the
immediate supervisor will be able to mentor/ support the profilee in developing critical traits.

Note: You will be made aware from your own efforts at 'Manager Matching' where trait specific untapped
potential exists in managers or supervisors. We encourage you to factor that awareness into your planning.

4. When linking 'Trait Definitions', 'Comments', 'Cloned Results' and 'Manager Results' also consider the example
questions provided below each trait. They vary from report to report and are written relative to either high (red
text), low (red text) or balanced (green text) trait results. They are most useful as part of follow up to confirm the
diagnostic but may help the novice user to understand and interpret the traits and results as they read along.
There are two classes of questions: 1. to ask referees (senior managers/ supervisors, co-workers, previous
employers, family, etc.) to be used during selection/ recruitment or in performance appraisals or as part of '360
degree' assessments and; 2. to ask profilees in final interviews or performance review self-assessment sessions.
You can use the questions provided to help make final decisions, or adapt questions for training/coaching needs
analysis, career planning, team building, etc.

5. After assessing these profile results the next step is to follow up claims/evidence, conduct interviews/reviews,
and contact referees/peers/supervisors with trait specific questions to confirm the analysis. Do not simply
contact referees supplied by the profilee. Make efforts to confirm traits with teachers/ trainers , employers, etc.
and make use of the example questions provided. (see 'Tips on Asking Questions' immediately after Section 2).

6. If there is scope for training, coaching, mentoring or personal development activities then the Result Type
scores in the trait tables will be useful when deciding where to start. Refer to the attached document Improving
Your Profile Results.
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RESULTS TRAITS Flexibly choosing the optimum approach to get each job done.

Creativity How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Measuring, analyzing and tracking your performance in order to improve results. Where is the
proof of your results?

Result Type 2 High. Time to measure real achievements, evaluate activity and production for improvements.
Referee Q1. Were they typically achieving targets and then setting themselves new goals as they went?

Interview Q2. Give a recent detailed example of how you determined that you were achieving optimum results?

Thoroughness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Consistently creating realities from your thoughts and plans by doing what is needed. Do you
turn ideas into plans, plans into actions and actions into results?

Result Type 2 High. You will benefit from acquiring new skills, knowledge, abilities to achieve your goals.
Referee Q1. Did you see them as able to overcome obstacles and follow through on ideas and plans?

Interview Q2. Give a recent example of how you overcame an obstacle to get the desired results.

Note: A 'Too High' score for any trait means you assume you understand more than you do. You can’t address new 
or changing issues you don’t keep an eye open for. You may blame 'bad luck' or others for results you might 
otherwise have seen coming. This is a ‘Type 2’ trait or ‘blind spot’ that will affect scores for other trait results. 
For example, if you scored ‘Too High’ for Alertness  this may bring down your scores for Dependability, Creativity, 
Thoroughness, Discipline, Enthusiasm, Resilience, Trustworthiness, Flexibility, Tolerance and Sincerity.

Alertness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Observing what is going on relevant to your best interests. Analyzing events and people. Do
you map out your circumstances? Ignorant bliss versus insightful observation.

Result Type 3 Low. If in doubt get understanding how things work to reduce risk and vulnerabilities.
Referee Q1. Were they curious about issues and decisions made in order to offer suggestions?

Interview Q2. What feedback do you use to ensure that what you do is relevant and effective?

Dependability How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Active contribution of thoughts, words and actions in order to achieve goals. Being present
and effectively and appropriately involved (see Determination, Responsibility & Trustworthiness)?

Result Type 0 OK. Will do what needs to be done. Gets the job done regardless of barriers.
Referee Q1. Did he/ she get involved in situations in an appropriate and timely manner?

Interview Q2. Tell us about a time you led the way by example.

Positivity How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Are you happy with your recent results? The balance of your positive versus negative thoughts
concerning everything going on in your life right now (see Creativity & Thoroughness).

Result Type 0 OK. Happy, clear about the future, feeling good about life, clear goals.
Referee Q1. Do you think of him/ her as being consistently positive and generally fulfilled?

Interview Q2. Are you are generally satisfied with events in your life? Why?

Discipline How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Being constantly aware of the consequences of your thoughts, emotions and actions on your
results. Managing yourself intentionally (see Alertness & Tolerance)?

Result Type 0 OK. You observe how your behaviours influence people and situations. You control yourself.
Referee Q1. Was he/ she predictably cool, calm and collected even under pressure?

Interview Q2. What do you do to maintain composure when embarrassed? When falsely accused?

TRAITS, DEFINITIONS, COMMENTS and PROFILEE RESULTS 
Now also includes Questions for Interviews & Referees/ Appraisals

Start by ranking each trait by ticking  either: Not Important, Desirable, Important or Critical.
Note: Individual trait comments below are only possible interpretations of the respondent's trait results.
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SELF-AWARE TRAITS Awareness of the part we play in situations and the affects we create. 

Cooperation How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Expresses ideas and opinions respectfully. Identifies others wants/ needs. Collaborates. Asks
questions to clarify and demonstrate self as an ally. Stopping self to ask what others want.

Result Type 0 OK. Offers opinions, wants and needs clearly and respectfully, win win thinker.
Referee Q1. Were there times when he/she reacted aggressively rather than working things out calmly?

Interview Q2. Tell us about a time when you got someone to do something they didn't want to do at first?

Compassion How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Your decision making style when stressed or tired. Are you emotional or logical? If emotional
what makes you react (see Discernment)? If logical are you too hard? Emotional intelliegence.

Result Type 0 OK. Usually functional balance of emotion and logic, handles others feelings well.
Referee Q1. Would you agree that he/ she always thought about consequences before speaking or acting?

Interview Q2. How would you explain a decision to someone that you know will react negatively to it?

Courage How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Projecting an aura of confidence and certainty appropriate to your abilities. Do you present the
right impressions (see Self Control)? Do you let others know you need help?

Result Type 0 OK. You mostly approve of yourself and the efforts you make to get things done.
Referee Q1. What would you do if you felt unable to complete a particular task on time?

Interview Q2. How would you explain to others that you were falling behind in your work?

Tolerance How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition How you observe and relate to other's feelings. Do you relate, react or are you unresponsive?
Knowing how that matters to communication and how to adjust your behaviors accordingly?

Result Type 0 OK. Kind, concerned, sees other's roles, bias and values, good awareness (see see Thoroughness).
Referee Q1. Were they in the habit of considering the feelings of others?

Interview Q2. Describe how you ensure that your coworker's feelings are respected.

Cautiousness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Actions based on the relative importance of probable events. Getting ready for what's coming.
Are you paranoid and over-prepared for risks or unorganized and missing opportunities?

Result Type 0 OK. Recognises when seriously challenged and makes adjustments.
Referee Q1. Did they sometimes appear to over-control or obsess about matters?

Interview Q2. How do you respond when people say your preparations are over-cautious or unnecessary? 

Flexibility How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Growth and development. Integration of new information and perspectives. Pays attention to
understand and integrate. Are you missing stuff? Are you biased? (see Initiative & Alertness)

Result Type 0 OK.  Balanced perspective, discriminating, positive, opportunistic, enquiring.
Referee Q1. Could they be expected to seek out and initiate changes in their circumstances?

Interview Q2. What general considerations would need to be made before updating a system or process?
`

Sincerity How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition To do with your approach and actions. Consistency of your reputation, mannerisms, words and
results. Are others convinced or skeptical of exaggerations or omissions (see Persuasive)?

Result Type 5 High. Always be accurate, don't fail to influence by exagerating.
Referee Q1. Did they always seem to know what they were talking about?

Interview Q2. What have you done when someone didn't take something important you said seriously?
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SERVICE TRAITS Identifying what each customer expects and ensuring that it is achieved.

Generosity How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition The value of what you give in exchange to others, compared to their expectations. Your
good intentions, attention and retention of value exchanges. Knowing what others really want?

Result Type 0 OK. Usually recognises what satisfies people's expectations and moderates processes accordingly.
Referee Q1. Did they intelligently and efficiently match their service to others expectations?

Interview Q2. Discuss a time when you were overservicing and made adjustments with no undue effects.

SALES TRAITS Presenting products and services as answers to customer problems.

Sales Attitudes How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Relates to what is believed to be true about selling and can predict behaviors in a sale.
Compares your opinions and attitudes towards selling with those of effective salespeople.

Result Type N/A OK. Selling can be obvious and natural for you.
Referee Q1. Did you notice whether they enjoyed overcoming resistance when selling?

Interview Q2. What is it that you most enjoy about selling?.

Sales Aptitude How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Combining your skills, attitudes and habits to predict the outcome of a complex sales process.
Being the person satisfied customers would want to buy from again and recommend to others.

Result Type N/A OK. You would enjoy sales and be open to develop greater capabilities.
Referee Q1. Was it apparent that he/ she is a natural born salesperson?

Interview Q2. Would you agree that you really are a natural born salesperson?

Sales Skills How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Customer focused, investigation and questioning of customers (see Persuasive, Alertness &
Initiative). Changing tactics and intentionally modifying and adjusting the flow of a sale.

Result Type N/A Low. You may get improved results by learning the psychology and stages of a sale.
Referee Q1. Would you say they had studied and become expert at sales theory?

Interview Q2. List several stages of a sale and identify which one you find most challenging.

MANAGEMENT TRAITS Supervise people and systems while staying motivated and in control.

Diligence How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition The appropriate timing and attention to every task. Not avoiding it or hiding in it.
Prioritizing. Knowing the time and place for e.g. admin.

Result Type 0 OK. Usually hands on, tackles paperwork effectively.
Referee Q1. Can you tell us anything in particular about how they did their paperwork/ admin tasks?

Interview Q2. Tell us your philosophy on scheduling periodic adminstration tasks.

Thriftiness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Understanding and applying the rules of managing a resource (e.g. time, money) so that it
appreciates in value. Creating and using resource management systems (see Orderliness).

Result Type 2 Too High. People may see you as too conservative, over-cautious, frugal, sometimes as a miser.
Referee Q1. Was he/ she financially adaptable when required to spend more money than budgeted?.

Interview Q2. Tell us about how you would ensure that a project never goes over-budget?
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MANAGEMENT TRAITS (con't)

Decisiveness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Minimal indecision and confusion. Accessing the facts promptly rather than a biased opinion.
Pro-active in unstable and changing environments resulting in understanding and preparation.

Result Type 0 OK. Informed and balanced decisions, promptly considers alternatives, costs & benefits.
Referee Q1. In a disagreement did they always take the time to consider other's perspectives?

Interview Q2. Describe how you would decide on the purchase of a major piece of equipment.

Enthusiasm How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition The energy levels and enthusiasm you feel and then apply to get jobs done. Are you stopped
or become undecided or confused by other's resistance, opposition or negativity?

Result Type 5 High. Warning, you push hard but may go too far too fast, pace yourself.
Referee Q1. Do you have any reason to suspect  him/ her of being a workaholic?

Interview Q2. At what point in a job would you ask for feedback or quality improvement suggestions?

Resilience How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition When you measure productivity and efficiency (time, cost and quality) against targets.
Performance management and moderation as a habit (see Orderliness).

Result Type 2 High. Make incremental measurements more often. Ensure you are in fact doing your best.
Referee Q1. If there were periodic targets to achieve how often was his/ her actual results measured?

Interview Q2. How often would you measure your performance against targets. Explain the process?

Endurance How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Ability to shift from small detail to big picture and back again without confusion or delay.
Do you get easily distracted? Are you intentionally single minded or just have 'tunnel vision'?

Result Type 1 Low. Be aware if you get distracted, re-prioritise to prevent mistakes or omissions.
Referee Q1. Have you noticed or heard that occasionally they can get distracted or off target?

Interview Q2. What focusing strategies help you stay on track when being distracted.

Trustworthiness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Working with or without oversight/ support. Good working alone or best in a team? Do you
need watching or regular guidance to keep working?

Result Type 2 High. Careful you don't just take over, learn to train, delegate, ask and rely on others.
Referee Q1. Did they sometimes just take over and do it all their way (see Availability)?

Interview Q2. What would you do if your workload became excessive (listen for delegate, ask for help, etc)?

Initiative How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Considers and applies resourceful solutions to challenges in a prompt and appropriate way. 
Afraid of making mistakes or are you reacting from habit (see Thoroughness & Resilience)?

Result Type 0 OK. Usually can follow  through on ideas efficiently and productively.
Referee Q1. What was their record of achievement on follow through and implementation?

Interview Q2. Describe your basic approach to problem solving unexpected new challenges.

Orderliness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Measuring how well your systems work and upgrading them to optimize results.
How often we inspect and modify our methods. Are you old fashioned or a risky trendsetter?

Result Type 0 OK. Usually efficient and organised. May delay system changes if preoccupied.
Referee Q1. Did they manage and maintain effective systems to get the job done (see Diligence)?

Interview Q2. Looking back, what changes would you have made to the systems you recently worked with?
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LEADERSHIP TRAITS Anticipating and responding to other's need for organisation and direction.

Determination How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Persisting with a plan or purpose in spite of opposition or setbacks. Not getting discouraged or 
distracted or giving in to others.

Result Type 3 Low. Don't worry what people think or tolerate criticism/resistance. Take action.  Go for results.
Referee Q1. Would you say that they can sometimes give in to others just to avoid conflict?

Interview Q2. Are you able to compromise what you really want in order to get things done? Give examples.

Responsibility How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Accept responsibility for results when they are not completely in your control. Using resources
at your disposal as well as attempting to access those in other's control to influence outcomes.

Result Type 0 OK. You see yourself as cause in your life, feel you have the controls.
Referee Q1. Did they initiate discussions with others to sort out problems further up or down the line?

Interview Q2. Give an example of when you took charge of a situation that was going out of control.

Honesty How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition How you share information, especially how comfortable you feel when doing it. Giving criticism
or negative reports responsibly and promptly. Not withholding.

Result Type 0 OK. Open in your communication, focussed on ethical results.
Referee Q1. Would you say they were open and straightforward at all times?

Interview Q2. How do you know when it is the right time to give someone bad news?

Forgiveness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition How our approach to positive alternatives determines successful outcomes.
The affect on imagination and intuition of how we consider the pros and cons of options.

Result Type 3 Low. Try the method of inspecting various solutions first rather than focusing on the problems.
Referee Q1. When planning did they sometimes get stuck on the negatives or drawbacks (see Progressive)?

Interview Q2. Have you ever had to point out the obvious downside of a dumb idea? How did that turn out?

Availability How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Understanding and applying the principles of good teamwork to get results. Are you 'working'
the team to improve overall results or are you 'using' the team to your personal advantage?

Result Type 0 OK. Good understanding of teamwork principles. Can be a great team member.
Referee Q1. Did they persistently support the team?

Interview Q2. What are some of the signs that teamwork and leadership are missing or needed. 

Loyalty How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Your attention on work related priorities versus personal ones. Leaving personal problems and
challenges at home (see Thoroughness, Endurance, Positivity, Availability).

Result Type 0 OK. Balance of attention on management and workplace issues versus personal ones.
Referee Q1. In performance appraisals or any measurement of results how did he/ she perform?

Interview Q2. Describe the major objectives of your role and what you do to achieve those.
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COMMUNICATION TRAITS Awareness of what, when and how information is exchanged.

Note: Cooperation is repeated in Self-Aware and Communication categories. 

Cooperation How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Expresses ideas and opinions respectfully. Identifies others wants/ needs. Collaborates. Asks
questions to clarify and demonstrate self as an ally. Stopping self to ask what others want.

Result Type 0 OK. Offers opinions, wants and needs clearly and respectfully, win win thinker.
Referee Q1. Were there times when he/she reacted aggressively rather than working things out calmly?

Interview Q2. Tell us about a time when you got someone to do something they didn't want to do at first?

Attentiveness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition The degree and way you pay attention. Provide feedback and ask questions even if you don’t
agree.  Are you sometimes not paying attention or not responding?

Result Type 1 Low. Should probably take time to listen to identify others' needs & use to negotiate.
Referee Q1. If you had to pick just one criticism of their listening style what would it be?

Interview Q2. If busy doing your job what would you say to a co-worker telling you unimportant things?

Respect How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Observing how far you can go with each person you deal with. Adjusting your actions to suit.
Seeking the 'go ahead'/ agreement before proceeding. Fine tuning how you handle individuals.

Result Type 5 High. Be careful not to be too confronting, 'in your face', or too quick off the mark.
Referee Q1. Were they ever disrespectful or discourteous to you or someone else?

Interview Q2. Tell us about respecting people's boundaries? Give examples of how you do that?

Friendliness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Make an effort to establish connections with others. Showing respect by understanding
and clarify instructions, meanings and opinions of others. Maintaining rapport at all times.

Result Type 2 Too High. If you are too friendly others see you as soft or may suspect you, wait for the right signals.
Referee Q1. Did they ensure that others felt understood and respected by them?

Interview Q2. Describe a situation where someone took advantage of your good nature?

Persuasiveness How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Handling others based on awareness of their values and motivations (see Tolerance, Cooperation
Generosity). Thinking about the opportunities presented by understanding others.

Result Type 0 OK. Usually persuasive, believable, assuring, influencing.
Referee Q1. What would they likely do if someone was being difficult or uncooperative with them?

Interview Q2. Give an example of when you compromised rather than risking a conflict escalating.

Empathic How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Observe patterns and see connections in order to moderate your approach and get results.
Do you add meaning and fantasize, correctly assess situations or remain partly confused?

Result Type 0 OK. Usually sees people and situations accurately, understands motivations
Referee Q1. Were his/ her responses consistent with someone who understood all the issues?

Interview Q2. What goes through your mind when someone reacts strongly against a plan or idea you have?

Conversation How important is this trait?   Not Important    Desirable  Important      Critical 

Definition Notice the affect of your presentations. Does it encourage or discourage communication? Are
you seen and heard as a credible person? If giving instructions do you look for agreement?

Result Type 0 OK. Sometimes outgoing but sees the effect your attention getting has on others.
Referee Q1. Was his/ her talking to others generally productive and necessary?

Interview Q2. What are the main benefits of informal and casual conversations on the job?
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LAST WORDS ON INTERPRETING RESULTS

1. Use this report to assist in identifying possible incongruence (mismatches) between a person and role criteria. A position
description including a description of essential and desirable personal characteristics for the role is very important. If you
do not have one then find or design a new one before proceeding further.
2. As you read through the report rank the relevance of traits as being either 'Not Important', 'Desirable', 'Important' or
'Critical' to the role and reference this when you compare Profilee results to existing workers.
3. Assess whether any differences from the Cloned Results (if available) are of concern. If cloned results are not available
then base comparisons on research, especially the advice of those currently in the same role. A profilee result of 'OK'
generally indicates the capacity to adjust to the attitudes and behaviors indicated by the Cloned Result. An opposite
profilee score (e.g. 'High) to the Cloned Result (e.g. Low) will normally require persistent management, training and support
to make the needed attitude and behavior adjustments.
4. Take note of Manager Results (if available) to identify possible improvements that would benefit the manager or
supervisor of this role. Be careful to identify any organizational management, training and support resources (internal and
external) and constraints which may help or limit both the Profilee's and the manager's success.
4. DO NOT BASE DECISIONS ON DIAGNOSTIC TRAIT RESULTS! Do not simply presume that report results are accurate.
While they have an extremely high accuracy you still need to confirm any findings. You may limit some of the further
investigation of the Profilee's trait results to essential & desirable traits for the specific role in final interviews, referee
checks, 360 degree assessments, etc. Refer to the sample questions provided.
5. Trait surveys are completed by candidates, applicants, employees, protégés, career planners, etc. with assurance of
confidentiality. As profile results may change after 90 days there is good reason to destroy all copies and delete electronic
versions as a matter of policy. We advise all follow up and due diligence must be completed within a 90 day period or the
survey be retaken. Profiler Systems does not keep any profiles beyond 90 days from receipt of the survey. If reports are lost
within that 90 day timeframe the paying customer can get a copy by providing a written request and will then be contacted
to confirm their identity.
6. By completing surveys profilees agree to clear terms and conditions. Most people are honest but in the event of abuses,
particularly getting help or advice from others, or not being the person completing the survey, the respondent is legally
guilty of fraud in many countries. Due to the rare exceptions we strongly advise that you follow the trait result confirmation
steps advised in summary point number four (4) above.

WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT TRAIT IMBALANCES?
Normally trait imbalances do not change by themselves, especially in the absence of motivation and
effort. That is why we offer an online coaching and consulting service available via our online store at
www.shop.profilersystems.com.
It is also possible to take these profile results to a personal coach or mentor and ask them for help in
improving trait expressions.
As a courtesy we have included a link to a highly regarded website that has made resources for
understanding and addressing trait imbalances available for both adults and school students. Character
First© (https://characterlibraries.com/) offers a simple and affordable 12 month subscription to its online
library of resources.
Psychometric Profiler Systems© has no financial or other connections with this service and accepts no
liability for any consequences arising from your use of their website. We have sought and accepted
permission to include such links.

WHAT ARE THE 'Result Types' (0-5) INCLUDED IN EVERY TRAIT TABLE?
These are further divisions of trait results that allow the analyst to understand the relationships between traits.

'Result Type 0' indicates a trait that is both understood and moderated depending on the situation.
'Result Type 1' is usually an affected or 'driver' trait that indicates emotionally based avoidance or inattention.
'Result Types 2-5' are signs of misunderstood and misapplied traits that result from the dominance of driver
traits.
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ADDITIONAL EXPLANATIONS OF RESULT TYPES AND CHARACTER FIRST© RESOURCES
Profiler Systems© provides an information page on our website that further explains the Result Types and
directs you to consider the Character First© resources. There is a direct link in the top menu of our website.
This is also found at: http://www.profilersystems.com/uploads/Improve_Profile_Results.pdf

Kind Regards
The team at Profiler Systems
sales@profilersystems.com
www.profilersystems.com

Terms of Use
This report is not to be considered or used as evidence in the weighting of any decision whatsoever. Users of this
profiling make decisions based on their own assumptions and the available evidence of the merit and risk of a
personnel related choice. Profiler Systems in no way partners with or accepts any responsibility for the
presentation or interpretation of results provided herein.
It remains entirely the user's responsibility to ensure adherence to international, national, or local laws or bylaws
that govern the use of psychometric testing for personnel related decision making. Profiling products are issued
only on the basis that every respondent has agreed to accept terms of use included in the registration
requirements before completing a survey .

Guarantees
Profiler Systems offers a 7 day money refunded satisfaction guarantee. If for any reason a customer is
dissatisfied with the usefulness or value of any of its products or services they must request a refund (minus a
10% financial and administration charge) within 7 days/ 1 week of receipt of the report. Such refunds will be
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